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Clitic doubling and language contact in Arabic

Lameen Souag*

Abstract
Forms of clitic doubling are attested in a significant number of Arabic va-
rieties, including the Levant and northern Iraq, parts of Algeria and Moroc-
co, Malta, Central Asia, and even, doubtfully, Dhofar. Language contact is
widely accepted as an explanation for its presence in the Levant, and has
been advanced as an explanation for its occurrence in North Africa, Malta,
and Central Asia. However, none of the contact explanations proposed have
yet addressed this phenomenon’s overall distribution across all of Arabic,
usually limiting themselves to one or two regions at a time, and few have
examined the parameters along which the relevant constructions vary.
Without such an overview, it is not possible to exclude the hypothesis that
clitic doubling simply reflects Arabic-internal trends, nor to determine
whether its distribution reflects a single innovation or multiple independent
ones. Updating the pioneering work of A. FISCHER (1907; 1909), this arti-
cle demonstrates that clitic doubling has arisen independently within Arabic
at least four times under the influence of different substrata/adstrata, and
suggests areas in which more data on this construction would be especially
useful.

1 Introduction
Clitic doubling is best known in Arabic for Levantine dialects (AOUN 1993),
and is described only for those dialects in the Encyclopedia of Arabic Lan-
guage and Linguistics (AOUN 2011). Nevertheless, forms of clitic doubling
are reported in at least five other widely separated varieties: parts of Algeria
and Morocco (HEATH 2002; MARÇAIS 1977), Malta (ČÉPLÖ 2011), Central
Asia (VINNIKOV 1969), and Dhofar in Oman (RHODOKANAKIS 1908). At
first sight, the multiple, mutually independent attestations suggest that this
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development emerges naturally Arabic-internally from universal structural
tendencies (BOSSONG 1998), calling into question efforts to explain it in
terms of Aramaic contact (FÉGHALI 1928); even the strongly substratist ac-
count of CONTINI (1999: 111) finds that the case of Dhofar, in particular,
poses difficulties for a substrate explanation. However, this impression de-
rives from insufficiently detailed descriptions. Closer examination reveals
that the contexts for, and forms of, clitic doubling differ widely among these
dialects, and that the differences correspond closely to differences among
the clitic doubling constructions of languages with which these dialects
have been in contact. This indicates that clitic doubling is neither a recur-
ring Arabic-internal development nor a monolithic retention from an Ara-
maic substratum, but a collective label for several different developments,
most but not all triggered by language contact.

1.1 Definition
For current purposes, clitic doubling – a term widely used since JAEGGLI
(1982) – will be defined as the co-occurrence of a (pleonastic) anaphoric
marker with a coreferential noun phrase within the same predicate express-
ing the same argument. Unlike earlier terms such as “pleonastic pronouns”
or “object reduplication”, this definition excludes dislocated or hanging top-
ics, in which a “pleonastic” pronoun is used almost everywhere irrespective
of its grammaticality in other contexts. It also has the advantage of exclud-
ing subjects, with which the verb agrees in almost every Arabic variety. A
prototypical illustration of the phenomenon is the following Lebanese Ara-
bic sentence, from AOUN (1993):

1) ḥikē-lo la-sāmi ḥkēye
told.3MSg-3MSgDat to-Sami story
he told Sami a story

This might more literally be rendered as “he told to him, to Sami, a story”;
the pleonastic anaphoric marker lo “to him” is coreferential with the noun
phrase “Sami”, and must form part of the same predicate since it intervenes
between the non-dislocated object and the verb.

Clitic doubling is, of course, not a uniquely Arabic phenomenon; it is at-
tested worldwide (ARKADIEV 2010), and is widespread in the Mediterrane-
an, where has been studied in rather greater depth for languages such as
Spanish (SUÑER 1988) and Greek (ANAGNOSTOPOULOU 1999; KALLULLI
2001). Wherever it is attested, we often find that a given sentence is equally
grammatical with or without clitic doubling, giving the impression of op-
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tionality. However, closer investigation typically reveals that even in such
languages clitic doubling is rule-governed; in general, the possibility of clitic
doubling is determined by how high the argument in question stands on the
definiteness and animacy scales, allowing clitic doubling to serve as a type
of Differential Object Marking (MORIMOTO 2002). At the extreme, as more
and more restrictions on clitic doubling are dropped, it may develop into
agreement (GIVÓN 1976; GELDEREN 2011).

It should thus be clear that clitic doubling describes a family of similar
constructions, not a specific construction. To specify a given clitic doubling
construction in a given variety more precisely, the following parameters all
turn out to be relevant:

1. which class(es) of heads allow or require their arguments to be doubled?
2. which of their argument(s) may be doubled?
3. what portion of the definiteness and animacy scales may this argument

occupy?
4. which “dummy” case assigner, if any, governs the doubled nominal?

1.2 Previous work
There is a long tradition of explaining clitic doubling in Arabic in terms of
substratum influence. A. FISCHER (1907; 1909), endorsed by BROCKEL-
MANN (1982: 243), already pointed to the important similarities in dou-
bling between Maghrebi Arabic and Berber on the one hand, and Levantine
Arabic and Syriac on the other, which he took to derive in each case from
the respective substratum. AQUILINA (1959:347) lists “pleonastic use of the
direct and indirect pronoun” in Maltese as an example of Italian influence,
without presenting arguments. MARÇAIS (1977:171) reaffirmed A.
FISCHER’S claim that the Maghrebi construction was a calque from Berber.
DIEM (1979:47–48) expanded on A. FISCHER’S suggestion, arguing that di-
rect object and possessor doubling represents substratum influence in Iraq
and the Levant, and that similar constructions in the Maghreb and Malta
were brought over from Iraq and Syria, with possible Berber influence on
possessor doubling (ibid:54). CONTINI (1999) provides further evidence in
support of a substratum explanation in Iraq and the Levant, and tentatively
suggests Sicilian influence in Maltese, while noting the difficulty of ex-
plaining clitic doubling in Dhofar in substrate terms. CHIKOVANI (2002:
255–256; 2003: 6–7; 2005: 132–133) and RATCLIFFE (2005) are two of the
several authors to have pointed out that possessive doubling in Central
Asian Arabic may be explained as the result of Turkic or Persian influence.
More recent reaffirmations of the role of Aramaic substratum influence in
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the development of Levantine/Iraqi clitic doubling are found in WENINGER
(2011), COGHILL (2014).

However, these suggestions have remained controversial, and not with-
out reason. Clitic doubling is fairly widely attested cross-linguistically, in-
cluding in languages that have not been in contact with one another. A
priori, the wide spread of clitic doubling might seem to suggest that it re-
flects a system-internal trend within Arabic. To test for this possibility, it is
necessary to consider data from all regions at the same time, rather than
limiting one’s analysis to a specific region in which prior substrata might co-
incidentally have mirrored system-internal trends. Moreover, some attested
cases of doubling have not so far been explained in terms of contact in the
existing literature, notably Dhofar, while others have not previously been
described; one of the latter, Dellys (Algeria), will be discussed here. The
scepticism towards a contact explanation shown by HEATH (2015: 26–27),
NAÏM (2011), or KOUTSOUDAS (1967), and the reservations of BOUCHERIT
(1999), are thus understandable. The key to this problem lies going beyond
the somewhat misleading catchall label “clitic doubling” to look at the spe-
cific characteristics of each construction involved, both in Arabic and in the
putative substrata/superstrata.

2 Clitic doubling by area
Clitic doubling is well-attested in the Levant and the Maghreb and their frin-
ges, with a more dubious attestation from Oman. The attestations fall most
naturally into five groups: the Levant and northern Iraq, Cyprus, Central
Asia, the northwestern Maghreb, and Malta.

2.1 Levant
Much the best-studied part of the Arab world for clitic doubling is the Le-
vant; LANDBERG (1883: 67), FÉGHALI (1928: 210, 362), COWELL (1964:
435), KOUTSOUDAS (1967), ABU-HAIDAR (1979: 103–104), AOUN (1981;
1993; 1999), LEVIN (1987), SHLONSKY (1997: 185–205), CONTINI (1999),
and BRUSTAD (2000) are just some of the most prominent works to discuss
the phenomenon for this region. Alongside the Levant proper, clitic dou-
bling is also well-attested in the Arabic dialects of northern Iraq, with a very
similar distribution. (The historically linked case of Cyprus requires separate
examination.) In most of this region, clitic doubling is common in sedentary
varieties, though unattested in Bedouin ones. The specific constructions in-
volved turn out to show peculiarities almost unparalleled within the Arab
world outside this region.
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The most comprehensive syntactic description available is that of AOUN,
for the dialect of Beirut. In his variety, doubling may optionally affect any
syntactic type of complement: direct objects (šēf-o la-sāmi “he saw Sami”),
indirect objects (ḥikē-lo la-sāmi ḥkēye “he told Sami a story”), possessors
(ktēb-o la-sāmi “Sami’s book”), and even objects of prepositions1 (maʿ-o la-
sāmi “with Sami”). A rarer alternative strategy for possessors not mentioned
by AOUN effectively treats the normal analytic genitive particle tabaʿ as a
preposition: əs-speech tabaʿ-o la-Nasṛalḷạ “Nasrallah’s speech” (Marie-Aimé
Germanos, p.c., from corpus). In every case, the doubled nominal is marked
with a case assigner la-, which elsewhere means “to”, while the pronominal
affix doubling it appears in its normal position. The doubled element is nor-
mally definite, and obligatorily specific. Doubling of the objects of preposi-
tion is rarely reported for other Levantine varieties, but otherwise this agrees
with most descriptions of sedentary Levantine varieties, although geographi-
cal and social factors affect its frequency: the pragmatic restrictions on dou-
bling seem to be tighter as one goes further south within Palestinian Arabic
(cf. LEVIN 1987), and doubling of possessors is considered by NAÏM (2009)
as more frequent in youth speech.

The function of this construction has proved harder to identify, and most
descriptions make no attempt to do so. COWELL (1964: 435) identifies it for
Syrian Arabic as an “inverted topic” construction used with reference to hu-
man beings, and distinguishes it from ordinary comment-topic inversion
with extraposition of the topic explicitly by the preposition la- and implicit-
ly by the lack of a comma. LEVIN (1987: 36) suggests that, in northern Pal-
estinian varieties, it is used when the subject or the act is stressed (focused)
or to emphasise an emotional attitude (such as sorrow, pity, wonder, impa-
tience, mistrust) towards what is expressed (reprimanding students for not
doing their homework, or breaking things). BRUSTAD (2000: 355, 358) in-
stead assigns to clitic doubling in Syrian Arabic the function of “recall[ing]
or reinvok[ing] a highly individuated entity from either the permanent or
the conversational registry into discourse topic”, motivated “perhaps be-
cause it has not been active in the conversational registry, or perhaps be-
cause the speaker believes that the interlocutor has forgotten about it”, as
well as to disambiguate the respective roles of addresser and addressee.

Such clitic doubling, with a dummy case assigner la-, has a long history
in the Levant. FÉGHALI (1928: 210, 362) suggested that it was more fre-

1 Clitic doubling is reportedly much more pragmatically restricted in this context
than in the others mentioned (SAMIA NAÏM, p.c.); AOUN does not address the
contexts of usage of these forms in any detail.
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quent in the Arabic of 9th century Maronite manuscripts than in modern Le-
banese Arabic, and BLAU (1967) finds examples in Christian Palestinian
manuscripts of the first millennium AD (though he remains agnostic on
whether this influence was mediated via spoken Arabic of the time or was
simply due to excessively literal translation from Aramaic texts):

2) العلمان لذلك االبها له فقالوا
fa-qāl-ū    la-hu l-’abbahāt li-dā̱lika l-ʿilmānī
so-said-3MPl   to-3MSg the-fathers to-that.MSg the-layman
ʻet les pères ont dit à ce laïc’ (BLAU 1967: 395)

The corresponding construction is also attested in the qəltu-dialects of north-
ern Iraq and Baghdad, as well as Muslim Baghdad Arabic, a gilit‑dialect. It
has attracted less attention in this region, but relevant work includes
ERWIN (1963), MALAIKA (1963: 64), BLANC (1964: 128–132), ABU-
HAIDAR (1991: 116), JOHNSTONE (1975: 107–108), JASTROW (1979: 49;
1988: 55; 1990: 72–74), MELCER (1995). As in the Levant, it normally uses
a case assigner l- irrespective of syntactic role; however, Mosul occasionally
allows doubling of direct objects without l-, while Jewish Arbil and Aqra
consistently do so:

3) əbn-a k-īḥəbb-a maṛt-u
son-3FSgGen PROG-love.Impf.3FSg woman-3MSgGen
Her son loves his wife. (Aqra; JASTROW 1990: 72)

JASTROW (1990: 72–74) comments that doubling occurs only for definites,
but otherwise definiteness-related restrictions on doubling remain unde-
scribed for this region. All varieties seem to allow doubling of direct objects,
but doubling of indirect objects is explicitly mentioned only for Baghdad
and Mosul, while doubling of objects of prepositions is reported only for
Baghdad. Possessor doubling is described only in Baghdad, but is well-
attested there, and, as in the Levant, uses l- rather than the dialect’s normal
analytic genitive particle māl. BLANC (1964) indicates a preference for dou-
bling with kinship terms, which would be unique in the region, but ABU-
HAIDAR (1991: 116) does not confirm this, giving the example ləʿabəm ləl-
əwlēd “the children’s toys”, while MELCER (1995: 75) indicates that only
four out of the seven examples of possessor doubling in his corpus involved
kinship terms. This feature is attested in Baghdad almost as early as in the 
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Levant proper: LEVIN (1987) quotes the 14th century Baghdad dialect poet
Al-Ḥillī’s line mā ʿāšiqhā li-šakar “he did not love Shakar”2.

The dominant vernacular of both the Levant and Iraq region before the
spread of Arabic was Aramaic, in a number of varieties of which probably
the best attested is Syriac. Direct object doubling with and without l- has a
long history in Aramaic, already attested before 70 AD in the Dead Sea
Scrolls (SCHATTNER-RIESER 2004: 112). In Syriac, definite direct objects
may be doubled with or without l- (JOOSTEN 1996: 40), and definite in-
direct objects may be doubled with l- (ibid: 45–46):

4) bnā-y(h)i (l-)baytā̱
build.Pf.3MSgAcc (to-)house
“He built the house.” (NÖLDEKE 1904:227, COGHILL 2014)

Such doubling occurs predominantly with human referents or textually pro-
minent inanimates, but may also mark the endpoint of a sequence of closely
related clauses (KHAN 1984: 473, 482). Based on these parallels, A.
FISCHER (1909: 825) already described the Levantine Arabic clitic doubling
construction as undoubtedly of Aramaic origin, and FÉGHALI (1928) argues
the same, strongly supported by CONTINI (1999).

However, important differences must also be noted. In possessor dou-
bling, from the Imperial Aramaic of the late 5th century BC to the Syriac of
the early medieval period, the case assigner is almost always genitive d-
(WHITEHEAD 1978: 130; MURAOKA 1998: 234; JOOSTEN 1996: 50). Pos-
sessor doubling with l- is attested in Aramaic, almost always with the head
noun “name”, but is vanishingly rare, and apparently arises from analogy
with object doubling (HOPKINS 1997). DIEM (1976) points out that the ge-
nitive marker in modern Western Neo-Aramaic derives from l- rather than d-
(CORRELL 1978: 6), bringing the Aramaic construction closer to the Levan-
tine Arabic one, but this still leaves the construction’s presence in Iraq pro-
blematic: it is not reported in Eastern Neo-Aramaic, and the only reported
evidence for a genitive l- there is a single attestation in Mandaic (HOPKINS
1997: 29), well outside the region where doubling is attested today. More-
over, Syriac also allows doubling of the objects of prepositions, but there
too the case assigner is another copy of the preposition, not l- (JOOSTEN

2 The use of l- as a marker of the direct object is attested here even earlier than
doubling, being specifically described as characteristic of the Baghdad dialect by
al-Wāḥidī as early as the 11th century (BLANC 1964).
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1996: 45–46). These facts makes it difficult to take the Levantine and Iraqi
Arabic construction as a simple copy of the attested Syriac one.

The relatively detailed analyses available for Levantine Arabic doubling
make a better explanation possible. Syntactically, AOUN’S (1993; 1999)
work shows, based on binding theory arguments that carry over at least to
Palestinian Arabic (MOHAMMAD 2000: 78), that in doubled complements
only the clitic occupies an argument position; despite appearances, the no-
minal does not. Semantically, all descriptions that attempt to identify its dis-
course function – discussed above – indicate that the doubled nominal is
normally interpreted as given or topical information. Synchronically, these
two facts make it plausible to interpret la- as a general marker of in situ top-
icalisation.

The earliest attested Levantine Arabic doubling constructions seem to
feature direct and indirect objects alone; for these two categories, Aramaic
and Levantine Arabic use the same construction. With these two environ-
ments serving as a bridging context, it became possible for Levantine Arabic
to reinterpret la- as a marker of in situ topicalisation combining obligatorily
with clitic doubling. Once this reinterpretation was operative, there would
no longer have been any reason not to use la- with clitic doubling of posses-
sors or complements of prepositions. In this scenario, the initial stages of the
development of clitic doubling in the Levant derive from Aramaic substra-
tum influence, but the current situation also reflects subsequent Arabic-in-
ternal developments.

2.2 Cyprus
At first, one might expect Cypriot Maronite Arabic to provide a precious
window on the history of clitic doubling in Levantine Arabic, due to its un-
doubted Levantine origins and longstanding isolation from other Arabic va-
rieties. These hopes must be tempered for two reasons: the paucity of data
on clitic doubling in this still inadequately described variety, and the pro-
found influence on it of Greek, a language which also makes extensive use
of clitic doubling.

In Cypriot Maronite Arabic, l- has followed a rather different path than
in the Levant. Animate direct objects are marked with l- (homophonous
with the definite article, but distributionally distinct) whether or not dou-
bling is present (BORG 2004: 412), a usage obsolete in modern Levantine
dialects but with a long history in Levantine Arabic (BORG 2004: 46–47).
Moreover, unlike in Levantine, even pronominal animate direct objects take
l-, completing the similarity to datives; contrast rakʿa-́llu “he hit him” with
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manniŕkaʿa suđrna “we beat our breasts” (BORG 2004: 252). Direct object
doubling is attested, but differs from Levantine in two conspicuous respects:
the presence or absence of l- on the nominal is in principle independent of
doubling, and the presence or absence of l- on the pronominal is determined
by animacy rather than by role:

5) kil-ú-x l-láxm
ate-3Pl-3MSgAcc the-meat
“they ate up the meat” (BORG 1984: 84)

6) u má-rkaʿ-t-íllu      l-insán   ta      ʿátt    ʿalé-xa
and not-hit.Pf-2MSg-3MSgDat   l-man    REL   assault.3MSgPf   on-3FSg
“but (you did) not (hit) the man who assaulted her?” (BORG 1985: 138)

Direct object doubling is well-attested in Cypriot Greek, as in other Greek
varieties:

7) ksero ton ton γiorγo
know.1SG him.CL-ACC the George.ACC
‘I know George.’ (CHATZIKYRIAKIDIS 2010: 315)

Neither Levantine Arabic nor Greek perfectly parallels the CMA construc-
tion, but Greek matches it perfectly for inanimates, whereas Levantine
matches it perfectly neither for animates nor for inanimates, as illustrated
by Table 1:

Table 1: A comparison of doubling constructions across Levantine Arabic,
CMA, and Greek

Levantine CMA Greek

inanimate V-prx la-X V-prx X V prx X

animate V-prx la-X V-l-prx l-X V prx X

CMA direct object doubling is thus better considered as the result of Greek
influence, although it cannot be ruled out that parallels in some earlier
stage of Levantine Arabic played a role in its development.

Possessor doubling is also attested in this variety, mainly for inalienable
possession of kinship terms; the case assigner may be either l-, as in the Le-
vant:
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8) ʿamm-u l-zawž-i
uncle-3MSgGen to-husband-1SgGen
“my husband’s paternal uncle” (BORG 2004: 412)

or the genitive particle tel < *dē̱l (BORG 2004: 241), unlike in the Levant:

9) úmm-u m-marxúm-a tel-imʿállm-i
mother-3MSgGen the-deceased-FSg Gen-boss-1SgGen
“my boss’s late mother” (BORG 1984: 84)

These constructions are more historically interesting, since possessor dou-
bling is not well-documented for Greek. The preference for kinship terms in
this construction is reportedly paralleled in Baghdad Arabic, and more cer-
tainly in early stages of Aramaic (WHITEHEAD 1978: 130). The possibility
of possessor doubling with l- suggests that this construction may have been
inherited from the pre-14th century Levantine Arabic which the Maronites
brought to Cyprus; on the other hand, the alternative of using tel as the case
assigner in a doubling construction does not correspond well to Levantine
Arabic, rather suggesting the Aramaic pattern. The observed genitive pat-
tern might be interpreted as reflecting the situation in an early Levantine
Arabic variety with more Aramaic substratum influence than most; how-
ever, more historical data on the contact situation in Cyprus, and more syn-
chronic data on the distribution of l/tel, would be indispensable to reach a
firm conclusion for this dialect.

2.3 Central Asia
The scattered Arabic dialects surviving in parts of Uzbekistan and Afghani-
stan and in northeastern Iran presumably reached their present location
from Iraq. Like Cypriot Maronite Arabic, they use an originally dative direct
object marker (here i- < ilā) with animates, without regard to the presence
or absence of doubling. Heavy influence from Persian and Turkic has led
them to adopt default SOV word order, and, while they make heavy use of
clitic doubling, it normally occurs in head-final constructions rather than in
the head-initial patterns known elsewhere.
In these varieties, doubling is not found in question focus, but is very com-
monly attested for direct objects, be they indefinite:

10) šiyāt-in  ǧidād labás-en
stuff.Pl-N new.Pl wear.Pf.3MSg-3FPl
“He put on new clothes.” (VINNIKOV 1969: 82)
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11) sakīna xadā-ha 
knife take.Pf.3MSg-3FSgAcc
“he took a knife” (Arabkhana: RATCLIFFE 2005: 144)

or definite:

12) dēẃ ḳaĺb-u mā-sọr ’i-waĺad-u
demon heart-3MSgGen Neg-became DOM-son-3MSgGen
ta-yiḳ́til-u
SBJ-kill.Impf.3MSg-3MSgAcc
The demon’s heart did not want to kill his (own) son. (VINNIKOV 
1969: 81)

The dominant languages of the region, Persian/Tajik and Uzbek, provide an
obvious model for SOV order, but not for direct object doubling. Neverthe-
less, the connection is clear. In Classical Arabic, and in most Arabic dialects,
a preverbal object is normally a dislocated topic, whose expected place
within the predicate is marked by a clitic pronoun:

13) al-kitāb-u ’axad-̱tu-hu
the-book-NOM take.PF-1Sg-3MSgAcc
The book, I took.

Rather than directly calquing the SOV order of the region’s dominant lan-
guages, the Arabs of Central Asia copied its pragmatics to this inherited con-
struction, reinterpreting the former left dislocated topic as an in situ object
within the predicate. As a result, direct object clitic doubling became far
commoner in these varieties than in any Arabic variety outside Central
Asia – but contrasts with Levantine Arabic in its distribution, in its comple-
ment restrictions, and in its null case assigner.

The other context in which doubling occurs here is in genitives. Posses-
sors normally follow the possessed, as in Arabic, but in the Uzbekistan va-
rieties occasionally the opposite order is attested, as in Turkic; in the latter
case, doubling is obligatory:

14) walad-ak faras-u
boy-2MSgGen horse-3MSgGen
“your boy’s horse” (Qashqa-Darya: CHIKOVANI 2005: 132)
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15) amīr wald-u
prince son-3MSgGen
“the prince’s son” (Arabkhana: RATCLIFFE 2005: 147)

No examples of doubling were noted in other syntactic contexts.
The doubled possessor construction can more easily be interpreted as a

calque, in light of exactly parallel constructions not only in Uzbek (POPPE
1962: 11, 174) but – possibly as a result of Uzbek influence – in the Tajik
dialect of Bukhara as well (IDO 2007: 1, 83–84). In both, prenominal geni-
tives are well-attested (obligatory in Uzbek), and the possessed always takes
a pronominal suffix agreeing with the possessor:

16) Bukharan Tajik: Buxoro Universitet-ash
Uzbek: Buxoro Universitet-i

Bukhara University-3SgGen
“Bukhara University” (IDO 2007: 1)

This construction, of course, is unparalleled elsewhere in Arabic.
It thus appears that the doubling constructions found in Central Asian

Arabic have no discernible connection to those found in Levantine Arabic;
instead, they result exclusively from Persian and Turkic influence, accom-
modated in part through the reinterpretation of pre-existing topicalisation
constructions.

2.4 Maghreb
The commonly used division of Maghrebi dialects into “Hilalian” varieties,
brought by Bedouins starting from the 11th century, and “pre-Hilalian” va-
rieties, mainly in and around urban areas (MARÇAIS – GUIGA 1925), turns
out to be rather useful in understanding the distribution of clitic doubling in
this region. Clitic doubling has been reported in the Maghreb (excluding
Malta) only in certain pre-Hilalian varieties of Algeria (Skikda, Jijel, Dellys,
Nedroma) and Morocco (widespread in the north and the Jbala; attested in
the older urban varieties of Rabat, Fez, and Mogador.) All of these are loca-
ted at or near the edge of large regions that are Berber-speaking to this day.
The earliest explicit description of clitic doubling in this region seems to be
that of LUCIANI (1889), for the Skikda region; W. MARÇAIS (1902: 204) de-
scribed it in more detail for Tlemcen. Other discussions include A. FISCHER
(1907), HARRELL (1962: 202), P. MARÇAIS (1936: 1052; 1952: 421; 1977:
170), OSTOYA-DELMAS (1938: 81), BOUCHERIT (1999), HEATH (2002:
463), SOUAG (2005: 164), and GUELLA (2011: 6).
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The best-attested type of clitic doubling in this region is limited to a ra-
ther specific context: kinship term+pronominal clitic – genitive particle
(variously d, dyāl, di, li, ntāʿ, tāʿ...) – possessor,  (Dellys, author’s data):

17) yəmmā-ha ntāʿ bāya
mother-3FSgGen of Baya
Baya’s mother

18) hādī̱k         əl-mṛa   yəmmā-h   tāʿ kāš wāḥəd?
that.FSg     the-woman    mother-3MSg   of some one
Is that woman someone’s mother?

Note that, whereas in Levantine Arabic the particle that intervenes between
the possessor and possessed in doubling constructions is the dative l-, here
the particle used is the same as that found in non-doubled genitives. Note
also that, unlike in Levantine Arabic, the possessed item must be a kinship
term to be doubled; as A. FISCHER (1907: 183), and later OSTOYA-DELMAS
(1938: 81), perceptively note, forms such as:

19) *rəjl-ī-h ddī xū-ya
foot-PL-3MSg of brother-1SgGen
*my brother’s feet

are rejected without hesitation.

Indirect object doubling has not previously been documented in the re-
gion, but is frequent in the dialect of Dellys (north-central Algerian coast),
spoken by this author. While possible with most verbs taking indirect ob-
jects, it is particularly common with the verb “say”, :

20) qul-t-lu l-bāba lbārəḥ
say-1Sg-3MSgDat to-father yesterday
I told my father yesterday: (...)

For indirect objects in this dialect – unlike in documented Levantine va-
rieties – doubling is possible not only with definites but even with non-spe-
cific indefinites; the following example, for instance, is entirely impossible
in Lebanon (SAMIA NAÏM, p.c.):

21) mā t-səmʿ-ī-lu ḥətta l-wāḥəd
not 2-hear-FSg-3MSgDat even to-one
Don’t listen to anyone.
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It is not, however, possible for direct objects, nor for the complements of
prepositions other than dative “to”, again unlike Levantine; examples such
as the following are entirely unacceptable to Dellys speakers:

22) *šəf-t-ha (l-)xʷt-i lbārəḥ
see-1SgPf-3FSgDO (to-)sister-1SgGen yesterday
*I saw my sister yesterday.

Both constructions thus contrast with their Levantine equivalents in their se-
lectional restrictions, and the commoner one in the particle used as well.

In Berber, on the other hand, we find exactly the same two constructions
with the same restrictions. In every documented Berber variety, the posses-
sors of kinship terms are obligatorily doubled, while possessors of other
nouns are not. In fact, bare kinship terms are interpreted in Berber as pos-
sessed by the speaker, ie by the 1st person; to refer to non-1st-person-posses-
sed kin, their possessor must be explicitly marked, even if indefinite, and
even if existence is not presupposed. (According to BOUCHERIT (1999), this
is also true of Jijel Arabic, but not of other Maghrebi dialects that show
doubling.) Thus in Kabyle:

23) Tesɛiḍ gma-k?
2Sg.have brother-2MSgGen?
Do you have a brother?
(OMAR MOUFFOK, http://tatoeba.org/deu/sentences/show/1736532)

24) yelli-s n yiwen n uzeddam
daughter-3SgGen of one of woodcutter
a woodcutter’s daughter
(Omar Mouffok, http://tatoeba.org/deu/sentences/show/1674690)

Just as in Maghrebi Arabic, the genitive marker – n in Berber – obligatorily
intervenes, and this particle is distinct from the dative marker, Berber i.

For indirect objects, in almost all northern Berber varieties, doubling is
optional but extremely frequent, especially with the verb “say” (SOUAG
2014). As in Dellys, in Kabyle – socially and geographically the closest Ber-
ber variety to Dellys – definiteness is not a precondition for this process:

25) Ayɣer ur as-tessutureḍ i kra n yiwen...
why not 3SgDat-2Sg.ask to some GEN one...
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Why don’t you ask someone?
(Omar Mouffok, http://tatoeba.org/deu/sentences/show/1957789)

For direct objects and objects of prepositions, doubling has not been docu-
mented in Berber.

In short, the distribution of clitic doubling in those Maghrebi Arabic va-
rieties which have it differs in its syntactic contexts and selectional restric-
tions from its distribution in Levantine Arabic, but is identical in both re-
spects to its distribution in Northern Berber. The presence of clitic doubling
in Maghrebi Arabic can adequately be explained in terms of Berber substra-
tum influence, and gives no reason to suppose that the first Arabic-speaking
immigrants to North Africa brought with them a clitic-doubling Arabic dia-
lect.

2.5 Maltese
Clitic doubling in Maltese is briefly mentioned in descriptions as early as
SUTCLIFFE (1936: 179) and AQUILINA (1959: 335), but has been examined
in more detail in recent years,3 e.g. CAMILLERI (2011: 149), SADLER –
CAMILLERI (2012), ČÉPLÖ (2014). The latter demonstrates that clitic dou-
bling proper is attested, and, while leaving its exact function open, notes its
frequency in “exclamations, exhortations, and especially questions”. In Mal-
tese, doubling occurs with definite direct objects:

26) fejn laqagħ-hom lill-Għarab il-Konti Ruġġieru? 
where find-3PlAcc DOM-Arab the-Count Roger?
“Where did Count Roger find the Arabs?” (MIZZI 2003: 17)

27) jafu     jużaw-ha  l-bibja      biex  jiġġustifikaw   id-dħul
know.3Pl  use.3Pl-3FSg  the-Bible  so    justify.3MPl   the-entry
tal-klandestini
of.the-illegals
“they know how to use the Bible to justify the entry of illegals.” 
(ČÉPLÖ 2014: 202)

The definite article may be omitted, notably in pejorative contexts (FABRI
2011), but even when it is omitted the interpretation remains definite. As in
Cyprus and Central Asia, the presence or absence of the marker lil- is suffi-

3 The directly relevant article of BORG – MIFSUD (2002) came to the author's
attention only at this article's proofreading stage.
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ciently accounted for by animacy and definiteness, with no need to postu-
late a specific link to doubling; lil- is regular for specific human direct ob-
jects, and ungrammatical for inanimates.

Though hardly described in the literature, doubling is also attested in
Maltese with indirect objects, eg:

28) qal-lhom lil ġurnalisti
said-3PlDat to journalists
He told the journalists... 
(http://zekzik.com/2013/04/01/kellna-ragun-marlene-hadet-over-
il-ministeru-tas-sahha/)

29) U qal-lhom lil-wejters: …
and said-3PlDat to-waiters
And he told the waiters: … 
(http://www.ourladyofconsecration.org/media/lehen/girgenti%
2095.pdf)

Doubling is not attested for possessors or objects of prepositions.
This distribution has little in common with any other Arabic variety ex-

amined, but closely resembles that found in Sicilian, which has profoundly
influenced Maltese. In Sicilian, the dative preposition a is used to mark hu-
man direct objects (IEMMOLO 2010) and all indirect objects irrespective of
the presence or absence of doubling. There, doubling (by this article’s defi-
nition; clitic right dislocation by CRUSCHINO’S) is obligatory for non-fo-
cused (and hence normally definite) arguments in WH-questions, be they di-
rect objects:

30) A      cu       u           detti u      libbru    Mario?
to     who    3MSgAcc   give.PAST.3Sg the.MSg     book     Mario
Who did Mario give the book to? (ungrammatical without doubling; 
CRUSCHINO (2011: 45))

or indirect objects:

31) Chi ci spiasti a Salvo?
what 3MSgDat ask.PAST.2Sg to Salvo
What did you ask Salvo? (CRUSCHINO 2006: 369)
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Doubling is likewise possible in declarative sentences, again for non-focused
constituents, be they direct objects:

32) u ammazzà Alfiu a Turiddu.
3MSgAcc kill.PAST.3Sg Alfiu to Turiddu.
Alfiu killed Turiddu. (CRUSCHINO 2006: 39)

or indirect objects:

33) Ci       lu detti a ma frati.
3MSgDat     3MSgAcc give.PAST.1Sg to my brother
I gave it to my brother. (PALERMO 1976: 27)

34) E      lu            cuccu    ci           dissi                  a    li          cuccuotti
And  the.MSg   owl      3PlDat    say.PAST.3Sg   to   the.MPl   owlets
And the owl said to its owlets... (SCIASCIA 1998: 87)

The distribution of the case assigner, the contexts in which doubling occurs,
and the syntactic roles which allow doubling in Maltese all match Sicilian
better than they match Levantine Arabic, while no property of the Levantine
Arabic construction matches Maltese better than Sicilian does. Maltese clitic
doubling is thus better explained as the result of Sicilian superstratum influ-
ence than as a retention from some early stage of Arabic.

2.6 Dhofar
RHODOKANAKIS (1908:I: 205–206) describes Dhofar Arabic as allowing
doubling in a number of contexts, and furnishes several examples. Accord-
ing to this source, doubling is rare but possible for direct objects, indirect
objects, and the complements of prepositions – all the examples he gives are
definite, and examination of their contexts indicates that their referents were
previously mentioned and play prominent roles in the discourse. Possessor
doubling is not attested in this source. The doubled direct object takes no
marking, while other doubled objects double the preposition as well:

35) yi-gber-ûn-hā ómm  es-̣sụltận 
3-bury-3MPl-3FSgDO mother  the-sultan
They bury the sultan’s mother. (ibid:I:47)

36) ū gaĺ l-ah el-kebîr li-s-̣sġ̣îr 
and said.3MSg to-3MSg the-big to-the-small
and the big one said to the little one (ibid:I:2)
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37)  ḥene ́   šerâf     embaddiyīn        b-hê   be-̆bińt xû-nā 
  we      sharifs  start.Ptcp.MPl    with-3FSg with-daughter brother-1Pl

We are Sharifs, we have precedence with regard to our brother’s
  daughter. (ibid:I:63)

For more than a century after RHODOKANAKIS’ work, no further research
was conducted on Dhofar Arabic. Recently, however, DAVEY (2013) has put
together a grammar of Coastal Dhofar Arabic. This variety seems somewhat
different from what Rhodokanakis recorded, and, according to DAVEY
(p.c.), it was not observed to make any use of clitic doubling.

This difference can perhaps better be understood in light of the sources
used. As DAVEY points out, RHODOKANAKIS’ study was based mainly on
the idiolect of a single Bedouin from Dhofar, Mhammed bin Selim El-
Kathiri. This speaker was bilingual in Jibbali (Shihri), and sociolinguistic
considerations suggest that this was likely his first language. He also dictat-
ed texts in Jibbali to BITTNER (1916), which make it possible to compare
his usage of clitic doubling across the two languages. The doubling of indi-
rect objects and objects of prepositions is relatively frequent in these texts
(BITTNER 1916:II: 53). For indirect objects, the construction is identical; for
objects of prepositions, the preposition is normally doubled as in El-Kathiri’s
Arabic. Also as in his Arabic, no doubled possessors are found. Thus:

38) ʿoñr he-š šéxer l-embéra
said.3MSg to-3MSg old man to-boy
The old man said to the boy (BITTNER 1916:III: 78)

39) ʿaréd ̱ liš le-ezír
sent.3MSg on-3MSg on-vizier
He sent for the vizier. (BITTNER 1916:III: 58)

There is one example without doubling of the preposition, but this is per-
haps better interpreted as right dislocation motivated by hesitation to use
coarse words:

40) ben-í-sen, eñqerért be-ʿagríz
between-PL-3MPl, anus and-testicles
between the anus and the testicles (BITTNER 1916:III: 48)

Moreover, one example of direct object doubling (with a ditransitive verb)
was noted, showing the same construction as in his Arabic:
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41)   be-zúñt-iš   ʿásŕ-is te̱lét ̱ miín
   and-gave.3FSg-3MSgDO   husband-3FSgGen three hundred
   And she gave him, her husband, three hundred (BITTNER 1916:III: 43)

The parallels between this speaker’s use of clitic doubling in Jibbali and in
Arabic – already explicitly noted by RHODOKANAKIS – are too great to be
coincidental; in effect, he seems to have been using the same clitic doubling
constructions across both his languages. There is no published evidence for
clitic doubling in Jibbali outside of El-Kathiri’s idiolect, any more than in
Dhofar Arabic – neither HOFSTEDE (1998) nor RUBIN (2014) mention it.
Only further data can determine whether this is a general feature of some
particular Dhofar dialect (perhaps the second language dialect of Arabic
spoken by Shihri speakers?) or just an unusual feature of El-Kathiri’s idio-
lect. However, if this construction was not simply idiolectal, its origins seem
more likely to lie in Jibbali than in Dhofar Arabic, since no parallels have
been found in any Arabic dialect of the Arabian peninsula.

3 Conclusions
The differences among the various constructions lumped together by the la-
bel of clitic doubling are large enough to make that label effectively irrele-
vant in arguing for contact or for common inheritance. What does count is
the four parameters of clitic doubling: only if all four overlap substantially
can a plausible case for a causal relationship be made. The application of
this criterion indicates that contact with other languages has played an im-
portant – but not exhaustive – role in the emergence of clitic doubling in
Arabic dialects, and that clitic doubling has emerged at least four times in
Arabic dialects independently of one another. More data on Cyprus and
Dhofar would be desirable, but would not change the overall conclusions.
We may conclude that Arabic speakers find it relatively easy to calque clitic
doubling under appropriate conditions. The known sociolinguistic history of
the regions which have calqued it, however, suggests that the conditions in
question are relatively restrictive, corresponding to VAN COETSEM’S (1988)
“imposition”. Minimally, such a calque presupposes widespread fluency in
the source language, and in many – though not all – cases this condition is
realised through the speech community having formerly spoken that lan-
guage rather than Arabic.
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